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Human actions often aim at triggering certain responses from social interaction partners, but these
responses do not always come as expected. Here we show that unexpected partner errors trigger sustained
monitoring and that this monitoring exceeds the level that is observed if participants are faced with a
machine malfunction rather than an error of an interaction partner (Experiment 1). Critically, this pattern
of results emerged even though both types of errors were signaled by physically identical events in an
oddball task, ruling out alternative explanations in terms of differential bottom-up factors. Unexpected
delays in the action-effect sequence, however, did not trigger increased monitoring for social as
compared to nonsocial situations (Experiment 2). These results indicate that mechanisms of performance
monitoring might be recruited especially when facing the variability that is inherent in social interactions.
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Everyday interactions are often initiated by one agent who seeks
to evoke a certain response of another person—such as opening a
window, handing over an object, or simply orienting to the first
agent. Research on human action control indicates that such social
effects of own actions become integrated into basic mechanisms
subserving action control (Wolpert, Doya, & Kawato, 2003), and
this theoretical notion takes a prominent spot in the sociomotor
framework (Kunde, Weller, & Pfister, 2018). The sociomotor
framework assumes that agents acquire bidirectional associations
between own actions and the predictable consequences that these
actions evoke at other people, so that own body movements can
become represented, selected, and initiated in terms of the social
consequences that these actions will likely produce (for corre-
sponding empirical findings, see Flach, Press, Badets, & Heyes,
2010; Herwig & Horstmann, 2011; Kunde, Lozo, & Neumann,
2011; Müller, 2016; Pfister, Dignath, Hommel, & Kunde, 2013).

The sociomotor framework is derived from general effect-based,
ideomotor theorizing (Hommel, 2009; Kunde, 2001), an area that
has previously focused on body-related action effects (Pfister,
2019; Pfister, Janczyk, Gressmann, Fournier, & Kunde, 2014;
Thébault, Michalland, Derozier, Chabrier, & Brouillet, 2018;

Wirth, Pfister, Brandes, & Kunde, 2016) and on effects in the
agent’s inanimate environment (Elsner & Hommel, 2001; Gozli,
Huffman, & Pratt, 2016; Pfister, Janczyk, Wirth, Dignath, &
Kunde, 2014; Pfister, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2011; Wolfensteller &
Ruge, 2011). Action effects in the social environment, however,
come with several unique peculiarities as compared to nonsocial
action effects, and their impact on effect-based action control
remains to be studied empirically. These peculiarities include
specific mechanisms for processing biological stimuli, such as
faces (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998) or biological motion
(Thompson, Clarke, Stewart, & Puce, 2005), and unique effector
systems that are specifically attuned to social interactions such as
facial expressions (Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018; Neumann, Lozo, &
Kunde, 2014). At the same time, however, social action effects
also come with increased uncertainty as compared to action effects
in the inanimate environment. Social partners may fail to perceive
the initial request, may misunderstand the sender’s intentions or he
or she might plan to respond as intended but commit an error in the
process. In other words, imperfect contingencies are the norm for
social action effects.

In the present experiments, we tested whether agents respond
differently to expectancy violations—that is, unexpected noncon-
tingent responses (Exp. 1) and unexpectedly delayed responses
(Exp. 2)—for social versus nonsocial action effects. To measure
the impact of such expectancy violations, we capitalized on a
reliable signature in performance, that is, post-oddball slowing
(Houtman, Castellar, & Notebaert, 2012; Notebaert et al., 2009;
Saunders & Jentzsch, 2012), and compared post-oddball slowing
for expectancy violations regarding the responses of a social
partner versus expectancy violations regarding the functioning of
an inanimate machine.

Experiment 1: Errors and Malfunctions

Participants were assigned to one of two groups and worked
either with a social partner (the social group) or operated a com-
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puter without any other individual involved (the nonsocial group).
Participants in both groups were to trigger specific feedback from
the social partner or the computer, and we inserted error feedback
in a fraction of the trials. This feedback indicated an error of the
social partner for the social group and a machine malfunction for
the nonsocial group. Crucially, timing and frequencies of these
errors were held constant in the social and the nonsocial group. To
that end, participants in the social group were led to believe that
they saw the feedback from a social partner, even though the
feedback was in fact controlled by the computer. We expected
post-oddball slowing following error feedback in both groups (cf.
Saunders & Jentzsch, 2012). Crucially, we compared post-oddball
slowing between groups, that is, post-oddball slowing after ob-
serving either partner errors or machine malfunctions. The previ-
ous literature houses two opposing predictions for this comparison.
For one, human agents are accustomed to imperfect contingencies
already in early ontogeny and expect other humans to respond
noncontingently at times (Bigelow, 1998; Striano, Henning, &
Stahl, 2005). Accordingly, research on automation bias has shown
that participants expect machines to work more predictable than
human interaction partners; machine malfunctions therefore rep-
resent salient events, which are detected and remembered better
than errors of human agents (Dzindolet, Beck, Pierce, & Dawe,
2001; Dzindolet, Pierce, Beck, & Dawe, 2002; Manzey, Reichen-
bach, & Onnasch, 2012). These findings suggest that occasional
noncontingent responses should not attract as much attention for
partner errors as for machine malfunctions, predicting smaller and
possibly even absent post-oddball slowing in the social group than
in the nonsocial group. By contrast, the relatively high prevalence
of noncontingent responses in social settings may call for en-
hanced monitoring by default in this case, suggesting larger post-
oddball slowing in the social group than in the nonsocial group
(Weller, Schwarz, Kunde, & Pfister, 2018).

Method

Participants. Participants were recruited in pairs. We initially
recruited a sample size of 96 participants, to allow for a compar-
ison of 48 participants (24 pairs) per group. However, 10 partici-
pants had to be excluded from the social group and four partici-
pants had to be excluded from the nonsocial group because they
either did not believe the cover story or because they did not pay
attention to the responses of their partner/the computer (see the
Data Treatment section for details). To equalize the sample size in
the both groups, six additional participants were recruited for the
social group so that the final sample size for statistical analysis
comprised 88 participants (mean age � 25.0 years, range: 18–65
years; 26 men, six left-handed). This sample size ensured a power
of 1-� � .80 to detect an effect size of ds � 0.60 for the
between-groups comparison and it further ensured a similar power
to detect within-subjects effects of at least dz � 0.43 in each group.
Participants gave informed consent prior to the experiment and
received course credit or monetary compensation.

Apparatus and stimuli. The two participants of a pair were
invited to the same laboratory room which contained a cubicle and
a workspace outside the cubicle. One participant was seated in the
cubicle, the other participant sat outside (see Panel A of Figure 1).
Each participant operated a standard German QWERTZ keyboard
and observed a 17” monitor with a refresh rate of 75 Hz.

The door of the cubicle was left open at the beginning of the
session, and participants could see and talk to each other while
acquainting themselves with the setup. In the experiment, the door
was closed so that participants could not see or hear what the other
person was doing. Each participant operated four keys in a row of
the keyboard with the index and middle finger of each hand. The
relevant keys were marked with color labels (the keys R, T, U, and
I for the participant outside the cubicle; C, V, N, and M for the
participant inside the cubicle). All target stimuli appeared in white
against a black background. Target stimuli for the participant
outside the cubicle were four complex, star-like geometrical
shapes whereas simple shapes (a circle, a triangle, a square, and a
hexagon) served as target stimuli for the participant inside the
cubicle. In addition, the participant inside the cubicle saw a hori-
zontal row of four blue squares (2 cm � 2 cm), which were
displayed throughout the experiment in the lower part of the
screen. These blue squares were arranged in the same way as the
participants’ response keys and thus each square corresponded to
one key. Only the reactions of the participant in the cubicle were
of interest. The task for the participant outside the cubicle only
served to increase the plausibility of the cover story. After half of
the experiment, participants switched seats and thus tasks.

Procedure. Participants were informed that the purpose of the
experiment was to investigate how people would work together if
they could not see each other. In the social group, participants were
informed that they would work together on one task, but that each
of the participants had a different role in the task. They were
further instructed that the responses of each person would influ-
ence what the other person would see on the screen. Thus, the
participant inside the cubicle could control which target stimulus
was displayed for the participant outside the cubicle. In turn, the
participant outside the cubicle could control the blue squares on
the screen inside the cubicle, which turned green whenever the
participant outside pressed a key. That is, participants were in-
structed that the visual feedback displayed inside the cubicle
indicated the action of the participant outside the cubicle. Because
participants outside the cubicle always had to react with the same
response key as the participant inside the cubicle, a spatially
compatible green rectangle signified a correct partner response to
the participant inside the cubicle, whereas a spatially incompatible
green rectangle indicated a partner error. Participants were given
ample time to observe this mechanism in action at the beginning of
the experiment.

In the nonsocial group, by contrast, participants were informed
that they would each complete an own task, independently of the
other person. The only relation between the participants was that
the timing of the tasks would be aligned; therefore, they were
instructed that they would sometimes have to wait for the other
person to complete their task.

The basic trial structure was identical in the social and the
nonsocial group. Each trial started with the display of a white
fixation cross for both participants. After 500 ms, the target stim-
ulus was displayed on the screen inside the cubicle for 300 ms (the
screen outside still displayed the fixation cross). As soon as the
participant inside had reacted, the target stimuli was displayed on
the outside screen for 200 ms. Importantly, not only the timing but
also the identity of that target stimulus depended on the reaction of
the participant inside (for both the social and the nonsocial group),
so that the target stimulus prompted a reaction with the same finger
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from the participant outside. Participants in the social group were
informed about this relationship, but participants in the nonsocial
group were not. For the participants outside, a trial was finished
when they had responded to the target stimulus. For the participant
inside, the display changed again after a delay of 500 to 600 ms
following their reaction. Then, one of the blue squares on the
screen turned green. In most cases (approximately 87.5% of the
trials), this square corresponded to the key the participant had used
in the trial; in rare cases, however, a noncorresponding square was
colored green indicating a partner error for the social group and a
machine malfunction for the nonsocial group (12.5% of the trials).

More precisely, each trial had a one in eight chance to be a
noncorresponding trial, which was randomly determined at the
beginning of each trial. Participants in the social group were
instructed that this green square represented the key press of the
participant outside the cubicle. Participants in the nonsocial group
were instructed that the computer would color one of the squares
green. All participants were informed that occasionally a noncor-
responding square could turn green, representing an error of the
other participant (in the social group) or a malfunction of the
computer (in the nonsocial group), and that they should count these
errors (while mean error frequency was identical for both groups).
The respective square stayed green until 1,000 ms after the re-
sponse of the participant outside the cubicle was registered (i.e.,
the square stayed green for at least 1,000 ms and longer if the
participant outside the cubicle responded only after the square had

turned green, i.e., if the response time [RT] was longer than 500 to
600 ms). Then, all squares were reset to blue and the next trial
started after 1,000 ms.

If one of the participants pressed a key during the presentation
of the fixation cross, an error message was displayed. In the social
group this error message was displayed to both participants (indi-
cating the person who had committed the error) and the trial was
aborted. This was also the case if the participant inside the cubicle
did not react. In the nonsocial group, these error messages were
only displayed to the participants who had committed the error and
the trial continued for the other participant. If the participant in the
cubicle committed an error, the identity of the target stimulus for
the participant outside the cubicle still depended on this erroneous
reaction, but if the participant inside did not react, a random target
stimulus was displayed. In both groups, commission errors trig-
gered error messages only for the participant who had committed
the error and the trial continued for the other participant.

We included a practice phase at the beginning of the experiment.
To boost the participants’ belief that the colored squares were
controlled by the other participant in the social group, the squares
were actually controlled by the other participant in this practice
phase (i.e., timing and identity of the green square actually de-
pended on the other participant’s reaction during practice). During
the practice trials, the door of the cubicle was left open, so that
participants could see and hear each other. Participants completed
12 practice trials. Then, they switched seats (and tasks) and com-

Participant 1

Participant 2

Fixation
500 ms + RTP1

Fixation
500 ms

Target
300 ms

Delay
500-600 ms

Target
300 ms

Computer screen
Participant 1

Computer screen
Participant 2

Correct
87.5%

Error
12.5%

(a) Experimental setup (b) Trial structure

Figure 1. (a) Setup of Experiment 1. One participant sat in front of a screen inside a cubicle, the other
participant sat outside. (b) Trials started with a fixation cross for both participants, followed by the stimulus for
the participant inside the cubicle (Participant 1). After a certain delay, one of the blue rectangles on his or her
screen was colored green (blue and green squares appear in dark and light grey in greyscale versions of this
figure). In about 87.5% of the trials, the green rectangle corresponded to the correct keypress of Participant 1
(correct trials); in about 12.5% of the trials, the green rectangle did not correspond to this key keypress (error
trials). The timing and identity of the stimulus for the participant outside the cubicle (Participant 2) was
determined by the first participant’s reaction: as soon as Participant 1 responded, a stimulus requiring the same
reaction was presented to Participant 2. In the social group, Participant 1 was led to believe that onset and identity
of the green rectangle were controlled by the keypress of Participant 2, even though the events were actually
controlled by the computer. In the nonsocial group, participants were informed that the computer controlled the
green rectangles. For Participant 1, the green rectangles would usually correspond spatially to the key pressed,
while a noncorresponding rectangle lit up in case of partner errors or machine malfunctions. See the online article
for the color version of this figure.
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pleted another 12 practice trials. Thus, participants knew each
other’s tasks. In the nonsocial group, participants completed the
same practice phase, but the colored squares were controlled by the
computer.

Participants performed a total of 14 blocks with 60 trials each
and they switched seats after half of the experiment (i.e., after
seven blocks). At the end of each block, the participant inside the
cubicle were to report the number of trials with a noncorrespond-
ing green square, that is, the number of errors of the other partic-
ipant (social group) or the number of malfunctions of the computer
(nonsocial group).

Data treatment. In the debriefing, seven participants of the
social group mentioned that they had not believed the cover story
and were therefore skeptical whether the other participant had
controlled the colored squares. These participants were excluded
from all analyses. Furthermore, three participants in the social
group and three participants in the nonsocial group were excluded
because they missed more than 20% of the errors in the counting
tasks. Finally, one participant of the nonsocial group was excluded
because he or she committed errors in more than 75% of the trials.

Only data from the participant inside the cubicle was analyzed
to compare participants’ reactions in the two groups depending on
the feedback in the previous trial, that is, depending on whether
participants had observed an error of the other participant or the
computer, as indicated by a noncorresponding green rectangle, or
whether the other participant/the computer had responded cor-
rectly. For RT analysis of this data, all trials with errors of the
participant themselves (rather than errors of their alleged interac-
tion partner; 5.4%) and all trials following these erroneous trials
were excluded, as well as trials that deviated more than 2.5
standard deviations from the cell mean of the remaining correct
RTs (calculated separately for each participant and condition;
3.0%). For error analysis, we only considered trials in which the
participant responded correctly and trials with commission errors,
whereas trials with omissions, early responses (during the fixation
cross) and trials with early responses of the other participant were

excluded. Mean RTs and error percentages were analyzed with a
mixed 2 � 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the within-
subjects factor previous feedback (error/malfunction vs. correct)
and the between-subjects factor setting (social vs. nonsocial
group). To follow up on the ANOVA, two-tailed, paired t tests
were calculated comparing participants’ reactions after observed
error and correct trials in each group.

The data and syntax files for statistical analyses are publicly
available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/sd7a8/).

Results

Figure 2 shows RTs and error percentages for the social group
and the nonsocial group as a function of previous feedback—that
is, feedback indicating either correct or erroneous responses of the
partner in the social group and of the computer in the nonsocial
group.

RTs. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of previous feed-
back, F(1, 86) � 48.86, p � .001, �p

2 � .36, indicating that
participants slowed down after having observed an error or a
malfunction compared to a correct trial (i.e., post-oddball slow-
ing). There was no main effect of setting, F � 1, but an interaction
of previous feedback and setting, F(1, 86) � 6.56, p � .012, �p

2 �
.07, indicating that post-oddball slowing was more pronounced in
the social group compared to the nonsocial group. Pairwise com-
parisons within groups still showed significant post-oddball slow-
ing in both the social group (Mcorrect � 634 ms, Merror � 671 ms),
t(43) � 6.95, p � .001, d � 1.05, and the nonsocial group
(Mcorrect � 637 ms, Merror � 655 ms), t(43) � 3.05, p � .004, d �
0.46.

Error rates. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of previous
feedback, F(1, 86) � 5.29, p � .024, �p

2 � .06, indicating worse
performance after error feedback than after correct feedback. The
main effect of setting was not significant, F � 1, and neither was
the interaction of previous feedback and group, F(1, 86) � 1.15,
p � .286, �p

2 � .01.

600

640

680

720

Social Non-social

R
T 
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s]

±
SE

PD

Setting

Correct
Error

0

Previous feedback

0
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Social Non-social

Er
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r R
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[%

] ±
SE

PD

Setting

Correct
Error

Previous feedback

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1. Response times (RTs) and error percentages for the social group and the
nonsocial group for trials that were preceded by correct feedback and for trials that were preceded by error
feedback. Participants were led to believe that error feedback indicated partner errors in the social group whereas
it indicated machine malfunctions in the nonsocial group. Error bars indicate standard errors of paired differences
for the effect of previous feedback in each group (Pfister & Janczyk, 2013). See the online article for the color
version of this figure.
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Discussion

Experiment 1 yielded increased post-oddball slowing for unex-
pected partner errors as compared to unexpected machine malfunc-
tions. Crucially, these differences in post-oddball slowing cannot
be attributed to physical or statistical differences between both
types of oddballs (Notebaert et al., 2009), because oddball events
looked identical and occurred with an equal probability in both
groups. Between-groups differences in post-oddball slowing can
thus not be attributed to general attentional lapses following un-
expected events (Houtman & Notebaert, 2013; Van Der Borght,
Schevernels, Burle, & Notebaert, 2016).

But which mechanisms are responsible for the pronounced
slow-down after partner errors? Own errors typically lead to at-
tentional focusing on own behavior and a readjustment of speed–
accuracy trade-offs, which often results in posterror increases of
accuracy (Danielmeier, Eichele, Forstmann, Tittgemeyer, & Ull-
sperger, 2011; Danielmeier & Ullsperger, 2011). This was clearly
not the case here, because post-oddball accuracy was worse than
postcorrect accuracy. The findings of Experiment 1 therefore sug-
gest that partner errors triggered sustained attentional orienting
toward the social partner, that is, sustained monitoring of the
corresponding social action effects.

These findings fit well with a recent study which compared
posterror slowing for errors of a social partner that occurred either
in response to an action of the participant (as in the present
Experiment 1) or that were merely observed without intervention
on part of the participant (Weller et al., 2018). Here, posterror
slowing was more pronounced if partner errors occurred in re-
sponse to the participant’s action as compared to merely observed
errors.

A potential reason for increased monitoring for social as com-
pared to nonsocial effects is that the common state of imperfect
contingencies in social environments renders such monitoring es-
pecially relevant. Building on numerous encounters of imperfect
contingencies, humans might thus habitually engage in monitoring
processes when acting to trigger responses from other people. In
addition to imperfect contingencies, sustained monitoring might
also be especially useful in social interactions rather than interac-
tions with the inanimate environment, because even correct, in-
tended partner responses are often more variable than correct
responses of a machine. For instance, when asking whether a
social partner remembered to bring a certain object, the answer
might be the expected “yes,” but it might also be another affirma-
tive response (“I did”) or even a more subtle nod. Even though
these considerations are suggestive of increased monitoring in
social situations, the results of Experiment 1 might also be ex-
plained by assuming that the chosen experimental setup dimin-
ished monitoring for nonsocial action effects. More precisely,
participants are likely to expect most machines to work determin-
istically, especially for a simple task such as the present one.
Noticing several malfunctions could therefore lead the participants
to classify the computer or the computer program as defective and
therefore not attend its feedback as strongly anymore. Such an
explanation would suggest, however, that participants in the non-
social group should show strong posterror effects specifically for
the very first encounters of a computer malfunction. To address
this potential alternative explanation, we reanalyzed the data and
considered only the first 10 errors in the social group and the first

10 malfunctions of the nonsocial group. We then compared the
participants’ RTs for these trials with the RTs of the immediately
preceding correct trial (social group: Mcorrect � 680 ms, Merror �
727 ms; nonsocial group: Mcorrect � 659 ms, Merror � 669 ms). For
this restricted analysis, there was still a sizable effect of post-
oddball slowing, F(1, 86) � 10.29, p � .002, �p

2 � .11, which was
again larger in the social group than in the nonsocial group, F(1,
86) � 4.23, p � .043, �p

2 � .05. These results suggest that
enhanced monitoring of social effects is indeed the driving force
behind the observed differences in post-oddball slowing.

Experiment 2: Unexpected Delays

The unexpected oddball events of Experiment 1 indicated that the
intended action-effect sequence was disrupted. Such disruptions
caused especially strong and extended monitoring when they were
due to a social partner. Experiment 2 aimed at extending this approach
to oddball events that did not endanger task completion by introduc-
ing unexpected delays between own actions and following effects
(i.e., unexpected reductions of action-effect contiguity).

We therefore replicated the basic setup of the Experiment 1 but
now displayed the partner response in the social group and the
computer response in the nonsocial group after a substantial delay of
about 2,000 ms in a fraction of the trials (while also omitting the error
counting task). Delays of this length have been shown to yield a
noticeable impact on action control when encountered predictably
(Dignath, Pfister, Eder, Kiesel, & Kunde, 2014; Elsner & Hommel,
2004), whereas their impact on performance monitoring has not been
scrutinized for either social or inanimate settings. We again analyzed
the participants’ performance as a function of previous feedback
(immediate vs. delayed). Following the results of Experiment 1, we
expected post-oddball slowing after delays as compared to immediate
responses, and we expected this effect to be more pronounced in the
social group as compared to the nonsocial group.

Method

Participants. We aimed at a sample size of 88 participants, with
44 participants (22 pairs) per group, as in Experiment 1. A consider-
able share of the participants in the social group did not believe the
cover story that the green squares had been controlled by the other
participant, however, and several participants in the social and non-
social group did not pay attention to the green squares (see the section
on Data Treatment for details). The data of these participants were
replaced as in Experiment 1 so that we tested 108 participants (62 for
the social group, 46 for the nonsocial group) in total. The final sample
size for statistical analysis comprised 86 participants (43 per group;
mean age � 24.4 years, range: 18–51 years; 25 men, nine left-
handed; note that participants were recruited in pairs, but individual
participants were replaced so that we could not opt for an exact
number of 44 participants per group). Participants gave informed
consent prior to the experiment and received course credit or mone-
tary compensation.

Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. Stimuli and apparatus
were identical to Experiment 1 whereas the experimental proce-
dure was slightly adapted. Participants inside the cubicle no longer
observed commission errors of the other participant or the com-
puter. Instead, they observed a delayed response in those trials. To
that end, the corresponding square was now colored green in
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oddball trials, but this color change was delayed compared to
correct trials (1,850 to 2,150 ms after the participant inside the
cubicle had responded instead of 500 to 600 ms). Participants were
not informed about these delays and they no longer had to count
the errors of the other participant or the malfunctions of the
computer. Instead, they were encouraged to carefully attend to the
blue and green squares, in case there were any irregularities like
errors of the other participant (social group) or malfunctions of
the computer (nonsocial group). To investigate whether partici-
pants had actually attended to the green squares, they completed a
short questionnaire at the end of the experiment. This question-
naire also allowed us to probe whether participants had believed
the cover story that the green squares had been controlled by the
other participant (in the social group).

Data treatment. In the follow-up questionnaires, 17 partici-
pants of the social group expressed doubts that the other partici-
pant had controlled the colored rectangles. These participants were
excluded from all analyses. Furthermore, two participants in the
social group and three participants in the nonsocial group indicated
that they had not paid any attention to the green rectangle. These
participants were also excluded.

The data of the remaining participants was treated as in Exper-
iment 1. For RT analysis, we again excluded all trials with errors
of the participant (5.1%) and all trials following these erroneous
trials, as well as trials that deviated more than 2.5 standard devi-
ations from the cell mean of the remaining RTs (calculated sepa-
rately for each participant and previous feedback; 2.6%). Mean
RTs and error percentages were analyzed with a mixed 2 � 2
ANOVA with the within-subjects factor previous feedback (de-
layed vs. immediate) and the between-subjects factor setting (so-
cial vs. nonsocial group).

Results

Figure 3 shows RTs and error percentages for both groups as a
function of previous feedback—that is, feedback indicating either
immediate or delayed responses of the partner in the social group
and of the computer in the nonsocial group.

RTs. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of previous feed-
back, F(1, 84) � 25.99, p � .001, �p

2 � .24, indicating that
participants reacted slower after having observed a delayed com-
pared to an immediate response. There was also a main effect of
setting, F(1, 84) � 5.17, p � .026, �p

2 � .06, but no interaction of
previous feedback and setting, F � 1.

Error rates. The ANOVA showed no main effect of previous
feedback, no main effect of setting and no interaction, all Fs � 1.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 yielded post-oddball slowing after
unexpected delays for both the social and the nonsocial group, and
the effect size for postdelay slowing was numerically almost
identical. Together with the results of Experiment 1, these results
suggest that unexpected social action effects recruit increased
monitoring only if the unexpected event disrupts an intended
action-effect sequence but not if the sequence results in the in-
tended (albeit delayed) effects.

This interpretation suggests that monitoring should be tuned
toward task-relevant aspects of an action effect. Even though
action-contingent changes in the environment are also processed if
they are not relevant to the task at hand (Hommel, 2005) it seems
plausible to assume that active monitoring targets especially those
aspects that are currently intended (Logan & Crump, 2010). Un-
expected delays could therefore incur stronger monitoring in social
as compared to nonsocial situations when the timing of own and
partner actions matters for success of the action sequence. Such
situations are plausible in many everyday scenarios that involve
close temporal coordination of individual agents—a topic that has
received considerable interest from research on joint action
(Valdesolo, Ouyang, & DeSteno, 2010; Vesper, van der Wel,
Knoblich, & Sebanz, 2011). A related situation that could boost
effect monitoring after delayed effects occurs when action-effect
delays allow for predicting the success of an action sequence.
Human agents have indeed been shown to acquire such delay-
event associations (Thomaschke & Dreisbach, 2015; Thomaschke,
Hoffmann, Haering, & Kiesel, 2016; Thomaschke, Kunchulia, &
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Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2. Response times (RTs) and error percentages for the social group and the
nonsocial group for trials that were preceded by immediate feedback (87.5% of the trials) and for trials that were
preceded by feedback that indicated delayed responses (12.5%). Error bars indicate standard errors of paired
differences for the effect of previous feedback in each group (Pfister & Janczyk, 2013). See the online article
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Dreisbach, 2015) and such associations could be exploited to
trigger monitoring proactively (e.g., when long delays are predic-
tive of error commission).

Finally, the RT results of Experiment 2 indicated generally
slower responses of the social group compared to the nonsocial
group while the nonsocial group performed at about the same level
as both groups of Experiment 1. This finding may be taken to
suggest that participants of the social group adapted to the average
speed of their social partners whereas no such adaptation took
place regarding the speed of the computer responses for the non-
social group. Such spontaneous synchronization to social partners
has been reported in a range of studies (Konvalinka, Vuust, Ro-
epstorff, & Frith, 2010; Lelonkiewicz & Gambi, 2017; Richardson,
Marsh, Isenhower, Goodman, & Schmidt, 2007). This finding is
again suggestive of a somewhat greater reactivity of human agents
to social as compared to nonsocial action effects. We will get back
to this issue in the following discussion.

General Discussion

The present experiments targeted the processing of unexpected
interruptions of action-effect sequences for social relative to non-
social action effects. In Experiment 1, we created situations of
reduced contingency by introducing partner errors in a social
group and machine malfunctions in a nonsocial group and ob-
served larger post-oddball slowing for the social than for the
nonsocial group. In Experiment 2, we created situations of reduced
contiguity by delaying social and nonsocial action effects in an
unpredictable manner; here, robust post-oddball slowing emerged
to a similar degree for both groups.

Together, these results indicate that participants recruit moni-
toring mechanisms especially when observing a social partner
responding erroneously to their actions. These results extend re-
cent studies on effect-monitoring for nonsocial action effects such
as visual or auditory changes in the participants’ environment
(Wirth, Steinhauser, Janczyk, Steinhauser, & Kunde, 2018) to the
domain of sociomotor actions. Previous work on nonsocial action
effects has suggested that actions evoke a short-lived monitoring
process which serves at least two functions. First, sustained mon-
itoring helps to ascertain that an action has been carried out as
intended and that it has produced the anticipated effects in the
environment. Second, monitoring allows for detecting unforeseen
but potentially relevant effects of own movements (Wirth, Janc-
zyk, & Kunde, 2018). Both functions may be required to a larger
degree in social as compared to nonsocial context (Kunde et al.,
2018; Müller & Jung, 2018).

Not surprisingly, monitoring processes for action effects are
similar to error detection and error monitoring processes and share
critical functional and neural characteristics with them (Band, van
Steenbergen, Ridderinkhof, Falkenstein, & Hommel, 2009; Stein-
hauser, Wirth, Kunde, Janczyk, & Steinhauser, 2018; Weller et al.,
2018). The close connection of monitoring of own performance
and monitoring of ensuing effects may also inform how interrupted
action-effect sequences are represented. More precisely, the failure
to produce an intended behavior of a social interaction partner (i.e.,
an interrupted sequence of action and social action effect) essen-
tially constitutes an action slip albeit at the level of environment-
related action effects rather than at the level of own body move-
ments (Logan & Crump, 2010; Steinhauser & Kiesel, 2011). This

interpretation is corroborated by previous findings suggesting that
participants experience agency over social responses to their own
actions (Caspar, Cleeremans, & Haggard, 2018; Pfister, Obhi,
Rieger, & Wenke, 2014; Recht & Grynszpan, 2019; Stephenson,
Edwards, Howard, & Bayliss, 2018).

These effects of increased monitoring arose even though we
carefully controlled for low-level perceptual features of social as
compared to nonsocial events. This was achieved by having par-
ticipants work on a computer-mediated task in which the behavior
of one’s partner could only be assessed through its consequences
on the computer screen. We believe that direct, face-to-face inter-
actions provide additional cues that are likely to boost monitoring
even further. Social stimuli are processed particularly efficiently so
that deviations from an expected course of events are likely to
be especially salient (Farah et al., 1998; Neumann et al., 2014;
Thompson et al., 2005). Moreover, many social responses will
map directly onto the agent’s own behavioral repertoire (“so-
ciomotor compatibility”; Kunde et al., 2018) so that they should
become deeply integrated into the corresponding action represen-
tations. Both factors are likely to boost monitoring efforts in such
direct, unmediated interactions.

The present results further suggest that monitoring processes for
social and nonsocial effects are not qualitatively different; rather,
the employed monitoring processes seem to be more similar than
dissimilar while they are recruited to a larger degree in social as
compared to nonsocial contexts. This conclusion mirrors findings
on attentional orienting to exogenous cues that are assumed to
originate either from the agent’s physical environment or from a
social partner (Gobel, Tufft, & Richardson, 2018). Both types of
cues were found to capture attention, but the attentional capture
effect was more pronounced for allegedly social stimuli. That is,
despite possible peculiarities of sociomotor actions (Kunde et al.,
2018; see also Sahaï, Pacherie, Grynszpan, & Berberian, 2017) and
possible influences of social contexts on cognition in action (Ca-
pozzi, Becchio, Garbarini, Savazzi, & Pia, 2016; Khalighinejad,
Bahrami, Caspar, & Haggard, 2016), similar monitoring processes
seem to be recruited irrespective of whether an action aims at
changing the animate or the inanimate environment. At the same
time, these mechanisms can come with genuinely social conse-
quences. For instance, it has been observed that noncontingent
partner responses reduce social affiliation as compared to contin-
gent partner responses (Dignath, Lotze-Hermes, Farmer, & Pfister,
2018). Given that monitoring is effortful in the sense that it is a
bottleneck process (Foerster, Wirth, Berghoefer, Kunde, & Pfister,
2019; Jentzsch, Leuthold, & Ulrich, 2007) and takes longer with
feedback that is spatially or otherwise incompatible rather than
compatible to the response (Wirth, Janczyk, et al., 2018; Wirth,
Steinhauser, et al., 2018), it seems plausible that the stimuli caus-
ing this increased effort are evaluated less favorably than stimuli
that can be monitored efficiently. An alternative view would hold
that partner errors reduce the flow (or: fluency) of the interaction
(Georgescu et al., 2014). It is an open question, however, whether
monitoring efforts or flow disruption effects scale with the level or
the variability of contingency and contiguity. In other words: Is
monitoring increased or decreased for higher as compared to lower
contingency of (social) action effects? Is there a lower bound of
contingency, and thus predictability, at which monitoring is no
longer recruited (e.g., when the performance of the social partner
approaches chance level)?
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Further open questions relate to interactions in which agents are
able to adapt their own behavior to prevent future malfunctions or
errors. Psycholinguistic studies, for instance, have shown that
participants adapt instantly to misunderstandings, that is, machine
malfunctions in human-computer dialogs by choosing expressions
they expect the computer to understand (Koulouri, Lauria, &
Macredie, 2016; Zoltan-Ford, 1991; for similar findings on
human-human dialogs, see Brennan & Clark, 1996; Pickering &
Garrod, 2006). Research on such adaptation effects has shown that
the degree of adaptation depends on the participants’ beliefs about
their virtual partner, a factor that we did not manipulate or control
in the present experiment (Branigan, Pickering, Pearson, McLean,
& Brown, 2011; Kennedy, Wilkes, Elder, & Murray, 1988). The
explicit manipulation of this potential moderator appears a prom-
ising avenue for further research, as are higher-level moderators
such as trust in humans and machines (Madhavan & Wiegmann,
2007).

Conclusions

The present results indicate that erroneous responses of a social
interaction partner trigger sustained monitoring processes that af-
fect subsequent interactions. Even though these processes are
likely mediated by general mechanisms of performance monitor-
ing, these mechanisms are still recruited to a stronger degree if an
unexpected event in an action-effect sequence represents a partner
error as compared to a machine malfunction.

Context of the Research

The main idea behind the framework of “sociomotor action
control” is that one’s own actions can become represented in terms
of the behavior they elicit at social interaction partners. The three
authors have been intrigued by this possibility for several years,
and accumulating evidence from different groups lends strong
support for this claim by now. It is much less clear, however,
whether such social action representations differ in any way from
actions that aim at affecting the inanimate environment. One of the
main factors that are typically evoked when describing the pecu-
liarities of social interactions is the natural variability of social
responses—which results in rather limited contingency and conti-
guity between one’s own actions and the following responses of a
social partner. Studying these two variables thus was a natural
go-to. Finding an experimental paradigm to implement these vari-
ables efficiently was a much more difficult task, especially when
aiming to control for (psycho)physical differences on the stimulus
side as best as possible. The work reported here represents a major
outcome of a joint, DFG-funded research project between 2016
and 2019 and is also a key element of Roland Pfister’s habilitation
project. We hope to use the experimental design of the described
studies to work toward a comprehensive take on monitoring of
social action effects in the future.
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